2021 AMHA HONOR ROLL

Thresholds have NOT been met if the horse has less than 6 pts (Youth/Amateur/Special Needs) or 10 pts (Open). Defeats will be used only as a tiebreaker.

### YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 13 TO 18
1. HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN
2. FREEDOM HILL FARMS BUCKSKIN JOE shown by CAYLEY STAPP
3. BAR B DESTINYS OVER THE RAINBOW shown by KAMERON WELMA

### YOUTH SHOWMANSHIP 7 & UNDER
1. ALL WRIGHTS PEPPY PIPPIN shown by PAISLEE HAMPTON

### YOUTH 8 TO 12 WITH JUNIOR GELDING
1. JSW VOO DOO SENSATION shown by VICTORIA KIRCHMAN

### YOUTH 7 & UNDER WITH SENIOR GELDING
1. BIGLEAPS SLICKS MAN OF HONOR shown by OLIVIA COLLINS
2. JSW EPICS SKY HAWKK shown by BRODY KIRCHMAN

### YOUTH 13 & OVER WITH SENIOR GELDING
1. GRENADES CLASSIC PRINCE shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN
2. PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS DANTE shown by KAMERON WELMA

### YOTE EXHIBITING GELDING
1. RANCH O QUINN SIR JONQUIL shown by BROOKLYN ERVIN
2. PECAN HOLLOWS BOLEROS DANTE shown by KAMERON WELMA

### YOUTH STOCK-TYPE GELDINGS
1. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER shown by JOE KACHURIAK

### YOUTH STOCK-TYPE MARES
1. LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY shown by ZACHARY ZEHENTNER

### YOUTH CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING 13 & OVER
1. ABRIAS SIGNATURE ABSOLUT shown by HALEY SANDERS
2. HILL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT
3. VFM MAXIMUM REVENGE shown by BENJAMIN HANSEN
4. MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

### YOUTH CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING 8 TO 12
1. SACRED HEARTS BOYDEN HAWK shown by KADYN GATES
2. FARMYARD FROLIC THREE CARAT DIAMOND shown by AMY HINDMAN
3. BONSAI RUN AND DONT LOOK BACK shown by PETER NICOL

### YOTE CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
1. MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS

### YOUTH COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING 13 & OVER
1. VINTAGEFARMSFOXTROTOFHUNTERBERYHILL shown by TAYLOR WIDEMAN

### YOUTH SINGLE PLEASURE DRIVING 8 TO 12
1. WINGATES DARK N DRAMATIC shown by MEGYN HALL

### YOUTH ROADSTER 12 & UNDER
1. WINGATES INFAMOUS MI shown by PETER NICOL

### YOUTH VERSATILITY 13 & OVER
1. ABRIAS SIGNATURE ABSOLUT shown by HALEY SANDERS
2. VINTAGEFARMSFOXTROTOFHUNTERBERYHILL shown by TAYLOR WIDEMAN

### YOUTH OBSTACLE DRIVING 12 & UNDER
1. FARMYARD FROLIC THREE CARAT DIAMOND shown by AMY HINDMAN

### YOUTH HALTER OBSTACLE 13 TO 18
1. HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN
2. ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS shown by LUCY DROLESKEY
3. WILD OAKS BLAZING HOT shown by KAMERON WELMA
4. SILVER MEADOWS SKY TERROR shown by LEVI KENNEDY
5. VFM MAXIMUM REVENGE shown by BENJAMIN HANSEN
6. RANCH O QUINN SIR JONQUIL shown by BROOKLYN ERVIN
7. HILL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY shown by MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT

### YOUTH HALTER OBSTACLE 12 & UNDER
1. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK
2. HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY shown by SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN
3. FARMYARD FROLIC THREE CARAT DIAMOND shown by AMY HINDMAN

### YOUTH HUNTER 13 TO 18
1. BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO shown by AVERY RICHARDSON
2. ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS shown by LUCY DROLESKEY
3. MOUNTAIN MEADOWS TYMERS TROOPER shown by KYLIE CHAMBERS
4. HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY shown by SOPHIE SACHTLEBEN
5. BONSAI RUN VALENCIA shown by PAYTEN CREECY
6. ABRIAS SIGNATURE ABSOLUT shown by HALEY SANDERS
7. CANDYLANDS COCIS WILD GIRL shown by PAYTEN CREECY,
8. WILD OAKS BLAZING HOT shown by KAMERON WELMA
9. HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVEINTRIGUE shown by BROOKLYN ERVIN
10. ALOHA B SPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE shown by EVAN MANNING

### YOUTH HUNTER 12 & UNDER
1. BIGLEAPS SLICKS MAN OF HONOR shown by OLIVIA COLLINS
2. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER shown by GRACIE KACHURIAK
3. HCM WAR PAINTS INDEPENDENCE BAY shown by SHEPHERD SACHTLEBEN
4. SOUTHERN CRYSTALS BALMY BREEZE shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON
5. KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON
6. ALOHA B SPRINGHILL REMEMBER THE LITE shown by EVAN MANNING

### YOUTH JUMPER 13 TO 18
1. SILVER MEADOWS SKY TERROR shown by LEVI KENNEDY
**YOUTH JUMPER 12 & UNDER**

1. KOOL BLUE ICE OF LTDS shown by CALLIE RICHARDSON

**AMATEUR SHOWMANSHIP**

1. FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION shown by JILLIAN PACE
2. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER shown by REBECCA KACHURIK
3. ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMING shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY
4. ALL WRIGHTS PEPPY PIPPIN shown by TRACI WRIGHT
5. LA VISTA ALLURE BY M G shown by BRIDGET YATES

**AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLION, LEVEL 2, 30 AND UNDER**

1. JSW HEY BIG SPENDER shown by JONATHAN WHITT

**AMATEUR JUNIOR STALLION, LEVEL 2, OVER 30 TO 33**

1. DVM TROULY SUMWUN SPESHAL shown by NICOLE PEARSALL,
2. DVM TROULY THE REAL DEAL shown by NICOLE PEARSALL
3. SCOTT CREEK SIGNATURE ARMANI shown by JOANNE ROSS
4. SCOTT CREEK AUDACIOUS VOI shown by KELSIE SHERMAN

**AMATEUR SENIOR STALLION, LEVEL 1, OVER 30 TO 34**

1. FOREVER REBELS RENEGADE LIGHT IT UP shown by BELINDA YOUNG
2. SILVERLEAF LADS LIBERTY shown by CAREN STAPP

**AMATEUR SENIOR STALLION, LEVEL 2, OVER 30 TO 34**

1. JSW MR WHITTMORE shown by JONATHAN WHITT
2. JCP PHAROAHS AMERICAN ATTITUDE shown by PAT ANASTASIO

**AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDING, LEVEL 1**

1. JSW VOO DOO SENSATION shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN

**AMATEUR JUNIOR GELDING, LEVEL 2**

1. JSW ROYAL CATCH shown by JONATHAN WHITT

**AMATEUR SENIOR GELDING, LEVEL 1, OVER 30 TO 34**

1. HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVEBELIEVER shown by JENNIFER BETHANY
2. DSB CHILLIN IN THE BUFF shown by KAREN LAURIA

**AMATEUR SENIOR GELDING, LEVEL 2, OVER 30 TO 34**

1. CHERRYVILLE MAJICS WARLOCK shown by LEIGH MURRAY
2. WINGATES INFAMOUS MI shown by STACY WILKEDSON
3. JCP OPTIMUS PRIME shown by DAWN HENRICH
4. COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY
5. RAYVIK PHAROHS TIME TO BOOGIE shown by SAMANTHA EARLS
6. DUSTY ROSE JUSTIFY THIS shown by DIAN HARRIS

**AMATEUR STOCK-TYPE GELDING**

1. FIRST NIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS
2. SCOTT CREEK MONARCH TANGOLERO shown by JEAN HOWARD
3. RDM GENESYS VIKING KING shown by SAMANTHA EARLS, 9 pts
4. DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER shown by SHERRY CROWE
5. LFS SIGNATURE SIMPLY JUSTIFIED shown by JILLIAN LOVETT
6. BOLOBO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA shown by MICHELE BRAUNING
7. EE STEAMY MCDREAMY shown by AILENE PRITCHETT TARAP
8. WINNING STREAKS MR MISTER shown by GREG STRINGER

**AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE, LEVEL 1, OVER 30 TO 33**

1. PECAN HOLLOW ANTONIOS LILIANA shown by EMILEE PLETT
2. DVM TROULY CHICK FICK shown by PAMELA YARBROUGH
3. CRMH BEAUTYS TRIPLE DECKER shown by STEPHEN PETRI
4. DVM SHEZNTRELY TROU shown by RICHARD PEARSALL

**AMATEUR JUNIOR MARE, LEVEL 2, OVER 30 TO 33**

1. POCHO DE ORO MAYBES BORN TO REIGN shown by PAT PROCTOR
2. DVM TROULY MISS JULIETTE BLUE shown by NICOLE PEARSALL
3. WORLD OF MINIATURES BRAVOS TIFFANY shown by STEPHANI PAPPAS
4. SCOTT CREEK INDI PASSIONADA shown by JOANNE ROSS
5. JSW PRIME TIMES DIXIE ROSE shown by JONATHAN WHITT
6. OAK BAY EVENING MARTINI shown by SHERYL PETERSON

**AMATEUR SENIOR MARE, LEVEL 1, OVER 30 TO 34**

1. JSW PRIME TIMES SIMPLY GORGEOUS shown by SHAWNA KIRCHMAN
2. LE REBELS LIL LEIA shown by DEANNA SCOTT
3. DSB ELEGANCE IN THE BUFF shown by KAREN LAURIA

**AMATEUR SENIOR MARE, LEVEL 2, 30 AND UNDER**

1. WORLD OF MINIATURES DIXIE CALISTO shown by LEIGH MURRAY

**AMATEUR SENIOR MARE, LEVEL 2, OVER 30 TO 34**

1. INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DREAM shown by JONATHAN WHITT
2. SRF HEIRRISISTABLE shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY
3. BELLOTAS JUST IMPRESSIVE shown by PAT ANASTASIO
4. JSW PRIME TIMES MISS JULIETTE shown by JONATHAN WHITT

**AOTE EXHIBITING JUNIOR MARE, LEVEL 1**

1. HOPKINS SURREAL MATISSE shown by WHITNEY SHELTON

**AOTE EXHIBITING JUNIOR MARE, LEVEL 2**

1. DSB ARIES SKY BLUE shown by SHANNA CROWE

**AOTE EXHIBITING JUNIOR MARE, LEVEL 2 AND UNDER**

1. ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE shown by SAMANTHA EARLS
2. TOP O THE MEADOW PRIM N PROPER shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY
3. LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY shown by GREG STRINGER

**AOTE EXHIBITING JUNIOR MARE, LEVEL 2**

1. ALOHA ACRES NEON LITE shown by SAMANTHA EARLS
2. LR ARISTOCRAT CHAMPAGNE LADY shown by GREG STRINGER
3. CARRERA HILLS DESERT ROSE shown by ZOE LAURER
4. LE REBELS LIL LEIA shown by DEANNA SCOTT
AMATEUR CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING LEVEL 1
1. HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT shown by BRANDE RHODES
2. ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU shown by SARAH MURRAY
3. WINGATES REBELS RAIN shown by HELYNN EMORY
4. CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF shown by MATTHEW GEORGE
5. VFM TOUR DE FRANCE shown by KELSEY LOGUE
6. WINGATES JESS J JESS shown by BELINDA YOUNG
7. A BAIR CREEKS ROCKYS BLAZE OF GLORY shown by JAN NUCKOLLS
8. TOMF DANCING IN THE SPOTLIGHT shown by STEPHANIE ABBOTT
9. COUNTRY RDS HUGHSTONS RIO GRANDE shown by KAYLA PORTER
10. HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVE JUBILEE shown by LEEANN STICKER

AMATEUR CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING LEVEL 2
1. TOP O THE MEADOW PRIM N PROPER shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY
2. TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN shown by SUSAN STUART
3. FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR shown by MARIXI MALEK
4. COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS shown by KRISTINA SLOBODY
5. OAK BAY COPPIN DIAMONDS WITH JOSIE shown by KAILEE MICHELSEN
6. DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER shown by SHERRY CROWE
7. TWFS BOLERO DEL FUEGO shown by PATTY DIEHL

AMATEUR CLASSIC COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING LEVEL 1
1. WINGATES INFAMOUS MI shown by KELLY JENSEN
2. DOUBLE DIAMONDS INFERNO ATTITUDE shown by MATTHEW GEORGE
3. LOS ARBOLES BOLEROS ARROGANCIA shown by DR MARYANNE MACK

AMATEUR CLASSIC COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING LEVEL 2
1. CLASSIC VIEWS PHANTOM SCOUT shown by SHERRY CROWE
2. CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF shown by MATTHEW GEORGE
3. OCEANSEAST BUFFS ISADORA shown by MONICA LIMONCELLI
4. HOPKINS PC PHOEBE shown by SARAH MURRAY
5. CEDAR VALLEYS LEGACYS RISING STAR shown by MADISON HOLLY
6. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER shown by REBECCA KACHURIAK

AMATEUR HALTER OBSTACLE DRIVING
1. BALD PEAKS HURRICANE IN MOTION shown by KAILEE MICHELSEN
2. I AM A PISTOL PACKIN PRIMA DONNA shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY
3. OAK BAY COPPIN DIAMONDS WITH JOSIE shown by KAILEE MICHELSEN
4. ALL WRIGHTS PEPPY PIPPIN shown by TRACI WRIGHT
5. DAYSPRING FIRST LIGHT shown by AILENE PRITCHET TARAP
6. DAYSPRING ROCKATEUR shown by ANNA MCCARTHY

AMATEUR JUMPER
1. BAR NS FULL MOON FANDANGO shown by HEATHER RICHARDSON
2. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER shown by REBECCA KACHURIAK
3. FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION shown by JILLIAN PACE
4. CONDERS BORN THIS WAY shown by CAMMIE TRUEDELL
5. LR PHANTOMS SECRET STORM shown by LAUREN GREAVES
6. RIVENBURGHS JEREMIAH JOHNSON shown by MADISON HOLLY
7. ALLIANCE BOLEROS PABLO shown by EMILEE PLETT
8. ALL WRIGHTS PEPPY PIPPIN shown by TRACI WRIGHT
9. DAYSPRING FIRST LIGHT shown by AILENE PRITCHET TARAP
10. DAYSPRING ROCKATEUR shown by ANNA MCCARTHY

AMATEUR OBSTACLE DRIVING
1. OAK BAY COPPIN DIAMONDS WITH JOSIE shown by KAILEE MICHELSEN
2. VINTAGE FARMS CLASSIC TOUCH shown by ANNA MCCARTHY
3. SRF LEGACY shown by KAILEE MICHELSEN
4. ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMING shown by TARYN WRIGHT MURPHY

AMATEUR HUNTER
1. SILVER MEADOWS SKY TERROR shown by DENISE KENNEDY
2. STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN shown by KELLY LEWIS
3. OAK BAY BURNISHED EDITION shown by ANNA MCCARTHY

YEARLING STALLION OVER 30 TO 32
1. ALLIANCE BOLEROS TRUEST shown by MIKE HLAVATOVIC
2. DVM TROULY THE REAL DEAL shown by NICOLE & RICHARD PEAVERS & ELAINE BUCHANAN
3. DVM TROULY SUMWUN SPESHAL shown by NICOLE & RICHARD PEAVERS & ELAINE BUCHANAN

TWO-YEAR-OLD STALLION OVER 29 TO 31
1. TEN LS BUFFS GOLD MEDALLION shown by TERRI & GARY WEBER

TWO-YEAR-OLD STALLION OVER 31 TO 33
1. DVM TROULY HYPNOTIZING shown by SARA KELLOGG

STOCK-TYPE STALLION
1. TRECETTAS RICHIES LA BOMBA shown by DARRIN & RHONDA PARKER
1. WILD SPIRITS STYLES PARTING GIFT owned by BOB & BRENDA KANE

SENIOR GELDING OVER 32 TO 34
1. JSW OPTIMUS PRIME owned by DAWN HENRICH
2. CHERRYVILLE MAJCS WARLOCK owned by LEIGH MURRAY
3. HOPKINS CARDINAL SIN owned by SHANA & IAN FUCHS
4. HUNTERBERRY HILL IMPRESSIVEBELIEVER owned by JAMIE & JENNIFER BETHANY & FIONA LAVIGNE
5. WINGATES INFAMOUS MI owned by CHERIE & KELLY JENSEN

STOCK-TYPE GELDING
1. BOLERO EL DOMINGO OF PANORAMA owned by MICHELE BRAUNING

YEARLING MARE OVER 30 TO 32
1. INDIAN PEAKS DARES EXTREME DREAM owned by MATTHIAS BOOX & MARCO VAN DER HEIDEN & JOHN BENNETT
2. GALLERYS RICHOCHETS RED ROSE owned by HELYNN EMORY
3. POCO DE ORO MAYBES BORN TO REIGN owned by BRUCE & PAT PROCTOR
4. LM IDOLS DANNIELYN owned by JANET KING & MICHAEL BUERKLEY & TARAH HANNES
5. OAK BAY EVENING MARTINI owned by SHERYL PETERSON

TWO-YEAR-OLD MARE OVER 31 TO 33
1. TEN LS BUFFS BILLIE JEAN owned by JOE & LAURA TENNILL
2. DVM SHEZNTYRELY TROU owned by NICOLE PEARSALL
3. JSW PRIME TIMES DIXIE ROSE owned by JONATHAN WHITT

SENIOR MARE OVER 28 TO 30
1. WORLD OF MINIATURES DIXIE CALISTO owned by LEIGH & JAMIE MURRAY

SENIOR MARE OVER 30 TO 32
1. JSW PRIME TIMES MISS JULIETTE owned by JONATHAN WHITT

SENIOR MARE OVER 32 TO 34
1. LE REBELS LIL LEIA owned by JESSIE SKERJANEC & ALICIA HANNIGAN
2. INDIAN PEAKS DARE TO DREAM owned by JONATHAN WHITT
3. ALOHA ACRES SHE LITES IT UP owned by LOGAN WELLS
4. FPF QUEEN AZZARA owned by JUDY MIDDLETON

STOCK-TYPE MARES
1. PECAN HOLLOWS ANTONIOS LUCIA owned by ANITA DEAL
2. AZARIAHS RAGTIME DANCIN IN THE DARK owned by JUDY MIDDLETON

SOLID COLOR STALLIONS AND GELDINGS
1. DSB ZORROS I DOUBLEDARE YA owned by DEBBIE & ANDY MEEK
2. TRECETTAS RICHIES LA BOMBA owned by DARRIN & RHONDA PARKER
3. TEN LS BUFFS GOLD MEDALLION owned by TERRI & GARY WEBER

SOLID COLOR MARES
1. DSB ARIES BLUE MOON owned by SHERRY CROWE
2. TEN LS SHEEZ MY DIAMOND IN THE BUFF owned by RHONDA PARKER
3. SBS RENDEZVOUS IN THE BUFF owned by DARREN BRADSHAW
4. JONA FARMS SHE MUST BE MAGIC owned by GORDON & BONNIE HARRIS
5. TEN LS DIAMOND IN THE BUFF owned by JULIE GOOD

MULTI-COLOR MARES
1. TEN LS SAFARIS JEWELL OF JASMINE owned by ROB & BELINDA HARTER

CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING 32 AND UNDER
1. SRF HEIRRISISTABLE owned by ROGER SLOBODY

CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING OVER 32 TO 34
1. STARS THEE IDOL owned by MIKE & ALLISON ROSAUER
2. TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN owned by SUSAN STUART

CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING GELDING
1. CHANCE OF GOLDS REGAL BUFF owned by MATTHEW GEORGE
2. ALOHA ACRES NEON RAIN BEAU owned by SARAH & LINDA MURRAY

LADIES CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
1. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER owned by REBECCA KACHURIK
2. LA VISTA ALLURE BY M G owned by BRIDGET YATES
3. TOP O THE MEADOW PRIM N PROPER owned by DIANE & MICHAEL CONNOLLY & KRISTINA SLOBODY
4. TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN owned by SUSAN STUART
5. EE PRINCESS SARA owned by CHARMAYNE & JON ZUCKER

4-YEAR-OLD CLASSIC PLEASURE DRIVING
1. HOPKINS PC PEPPERMINT leased by BRANDE RHODES

COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING OVER 32 TO 34
1. DSB STORM CHASER owned by JULIE GOOD

COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING GELDING
1. VINTAGEFARMSPOXTROTOFHUNTERBERYHILL owned by KRISTINA NOVAK & TAYLOR WIDEMAN

LADIES COUNTRY PLEASURE DRIVING
1. DSB STORM CHASER owned by JULIE GOOD

OPEN HALTER OBSTACLE
1. MERCEDES TRICK SHOT owned by MARY WILSON
2. ALLIANCE TAITTINGER owned by REBECCA KACHURIK
3. ALL WRIGHTS LITTLE PRINCE CHARMING owned by MICHAEL, TRACI OR TARYN WRIGHT
4. DAYSPRING FIRST LIGHT owned by AILENE PRITCHETT TARAP
5. QUAIL CREEK KISS THIS owned by MARY WILSON

OPEN HUNTER
1. STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN owned by STEVE & KELLY LEWIS
2. FIRST KNIGHTS LEGENDARY ICON owned by STEPHANI PAPPAS
3. FIRST KNIGHT IN SHINING ARMOR owned by JILLIAN PACE
4. HILL DIVINITYS FIFTY SHADES OF BAY owned by KERRI & MEGAN POSTLETHEWEIGHT
5. FREEDOM HILL FARM DOUBLEDISTINCTION owned by JILLIAN PACE
6. ALLIANCE BOLEROS TOMAS owned by LUCY DROLESKEY
7. COLUMBIA CAVIAR DREAMS owned by KRISTINA SLOBODY
8. TEXAS ANGELS GRAND ILLUSION owned by REBECCA & LILLIE NICOL & STAN PETERSON
9. ABRIAS SIGNATURE ABSOLUT owned by MEL SANDERS
10. DAYSpring FIRST LIGHT owned by AILENE PRITCHETT TARAP

OPEN JUMPER

1. IONA EXCALIBUR owned by GORDON & BONNIE HARRIS

LIBERTY

1. IONA FARMS SHE MUST BE MAGIC owned by GORDON & BONNIE HARRIS
2. STRONG HERITAGE ADRIAN owned by STEVE & KELLY LEWIS
3. SRF REFLECTION owned by ROGER SLOBODY
4. DSB ZORROS BAD TO THE BONE owned by DEBBIE & ANDY MEEK
5. DSB ZORROS RED HOT CHILI PEPPER owned by SHERRY CROWE
6. WILD SPIRITS STYLES PARTING GIFT owned by BOB & BRENDA KANE
7. WILD SPIRITS JUST IN TIME owned by BOB & BRENDA KANE
8. JSW OPTIMUS PRIME owned by DAWN HENRICH
9. CEDAR VALLEYS HOT SHOT owned by TERRI & RICK PAUL
10. TX ANGELS INCENDIOS ICE MAN owned by SUSAN STUART